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@archivesnext presentations will be made available on http://t.co/36lHmIoC - also look for future posts on the
Signal blog at LC #IIPC12
03-May-12 15:33 | netpreserve

Will anyone be posting a summary of what's happened at #IIPC12? I haven't been able to follow it all but it looks
great.
03-May-12 15:30 | archivesnext

Event-based archiving has its own challenges, IIPC thinking of developing best practices & lifecycle info to help
institutions #IIPC12
03-May-12 15:27 | agrotke

At the library of congress for #iipc12
03-May-12 15:04 | justinfbrunelle

@edsu @azaroth42 We recommended to add such info about wayback endpoints to the new IIPC web site. I
hope that materializes #iipc12
03-May-12 15:02 | hvdsomp

Full US web archiving survey results will be released soon - we have a bit more proofreading to do :) #IIPC12
@NDSA2
03-May-12 15:01 | agrotke

U.S. web archiving survey results featured on LC blog http://t.co/1WcVg2Yf #IIPC12
03-May-12 14:59 | netpreserve

@dchud nice :-) I'll have to pick your brain about #iipc12 after it's all over, interested to hear your take on things
03-May-12 14:24 | edsu

RT @MarthaBunton: WARC, ARC and GZip modules for JHove2 - https://t.co/l5rPL7Ch - #webarchiving #iipc12
03-May-12 14:20 | lljohnston

Outsourcing selection & other lifestyle tasks is appealing to some - need tools to support and better models
#IIPC12
03-May-12 13:47 | agrotke

RT @anjacks0n: Learning about NetarchiveSuite @ #IIPC12 http://t.co/rDbKmuur
03-May-12 13:45 | ndiipp

Learning about NetarchiveSuite @ #IIPC12 https://t.co/8vembEV3
03-May-12 13:30 | anjacks0n

Challenges with web archiving lifecycle: Training and skills for web archive team, what resources needed physical & financial #IIPC12
03-May-12 13:19 | agrotke

RT @MarthaBunton: WARC, ARC and GZip modules for JHove2 - https://t.co/l5rPL7Ch - #webarchiving #iipc12
03-May-12 13:12 | cleymour

Life cycle and netarchive suite workshops underway this morning #IIPC12
03-May-12 13:04 | netpreserve

@netpreserve Tours of the Library today as well as 4 great workshops and the baseball game tonight #iipc12
#busyday
03-May-12 11:45 | MarthaBunton

WARC, ARC and GZip modules for JHove2 - https://t.co/l5rPL7Ch - #webarchiving #iipc12
03-May-12 11:42 | MarthaBunton

Release Notes - Heritrix 3.1.1
https://t.co/nnGAehzw #webarchiving #iipc12
03-May-12 11:41 | MarthaBunton

@CassPF @euanc unfortunately I'm away at #iipc12 so all I can manage is a tweet. Hello.
03-May-12 11:34 | anjacks0n

RT @netpreserve: IIPC hoping to recruit members later this year from regions/countries not covered now
http://t.co/hLbCgkVK #IIPC12
03-May-12 09:27 | BetweenMyths

RT @lljohnston: Internet Archive moved from Selenium to PhantomJS for automated QA. #iipc12
03-May-12 06:26 | timdrijvers

More conferences to follow: #IIPC12 #NetHui #GlobalINet
03-May-12 02:34 | kiwi_in_dc

RT @lljohnston: Internet Archive moved from Selenium to PhantomJS for automated QA. #iipc12
03-May-12 01:43 | seabre

Really good stuff here specially "legendary" Jeff Rothenberg @MarthaBunton: NZ web archiving slides
http://t.co/SVT1m5ux #iipc12
03-May-12 01:08 | kboughida

RT @MarthaBunton: NZ web archiving slides http://t.co/W8adEgS6 #iipc12
03-May-12 01:03 | inadlweb

MT @MarthaBunton: NZ #webarchiving slides http://t.co/KQQC3ZG9 #iipc12
03-May-12 00:54 | blefurgy

RT @lljohnston: Internet Archive moved from Selenium to PhantomJS for automated QA. #iipc12
03-May-12 00:04 | superstructor

RT @lljohnston: Internet Archive moved from Selenium to PhantomJS for automated QA. #iipc12
02-May-12 23:53 | detronizator

RT @lljohnston: Internet Archive moved from Selenium to PhantomJS for automated QA. #iipc12
02-May-12 23:46 | HeadlessPhantom

RT @lljohnston: Internet Archive moved from Selenium to PhantomJS for automated QA. #iipc12
02-May-12 23:46 | ariyahidayat

B. Sierman, KB-NL, at #iipc12: the current issue for dig. preservation is defining value of collections, reminds my
some BnF discussions...
02-May-12 15:57 | cleymour

RT @netpreserve: More than 800 seeds being crawled for IIPC Olympics collection, 12 members have
contributed nominations #IIPC12
02-May-12 15:56 | sderrot

More than 800 seeds being crawled for IIPC Olympics collection, 12 members have contributed nominations
#IIPC12
02-May-12 15:51 | netpreserve

RT @lljohnston: Internet Archive moved from Selenium to PhantomJS for automated QA. #iipc12
02-May-12 15:19 | anjacks0n

RT @netpreserve: #IIPC12 access working group members hard at work http://t.co/XFQmPTwc
02-May-12 15:09 | inadlweb

#IIPC12 access working group members hard at work http://t.co/XFQmPTwc
02-May-12 15:01 | netpreserve

RT @azaroth42: "We need /LAWYERS.TXT; robots.txt is for machines not lawyers." #IIPC12
02-May-12 14:57 | hhockx

RT @lljohnston: Internet Archive moved from Selenium to PhantomJS for automated QA. #iipc12
02-May-12 14:57 | hhockx

RT @netpreserve: Nicholas Clarke from netarchive.dk updating on JhoNAS https://t.co/PgwXjS3H #IIPC12
02-May-12 14:37 | atomotic

RT @azaroth42: "We need /LAWYERS.TXT; robots.txt is for machines not lawyers." #IIPC12
02-May-12 14:31 | gpay

Internet Archive moved from Selenium to PhantomJS for automated QA. #iipc12
02-May-12 14:18 | lljohnston

RT @azaroth42: "We need /LAWYERS.TXT; robots.txt is for machines not lawyers." #IIPC12
02-May-12 14:08 | agrotke

getting a tour of http://t.co/zENgZ7Yb and context of linking to live vs. archived sites in authority records, very
cool work #iipc12
02-May-12 14:06 | dchud

RT @azaroth42: "We need /LAWYERS.TXT; robots.txt is for machines not lawyers." #IIPC12
02-May-12 14:06 | anjacks0n

NZ web archiving slides http://t.co/W8adEgS6 #iipc12
02-May-12 14:05 | MarthaBunton

RT @hvdsomp: Library of Congress web archive grows 6 TB per month #IIPC12 #repository #cloud #opendata
02-May-12 13:29 | duraspace

RT @hvdsomp: Library of Congress web archive grows 6 TB per month #IIPC12 #repository #cloud #opendata
02-May-12 13:29 | NDSA2

RT @hvdsomp: Library of Congress web archive grows 6 TB per month #IIPC12 #repository #cloud #opendata
02-May-12 13:29 | OpenRepoNews

Working group meetings starting today: access, harvesting, and preservation #IIPC12
02-May-12 13:08 | netpreserve

RT @kboughida: Sierman KB-NL: Interesting granular preservation policies: high level, intermediate, control-level
@scapeproject #IIPC12
02-May-12 08:20 | SCAPEproject

RT @hvdsomp: Library of Congress web archive grows 6 TB per month #IIPC12
02-May-12 04:35 | saschel

RT @tjowens: Great web archive special collection "The The Latin American Government Documents Archive"
http://t.co/gbZArnu9 #iipc12
02-May-12 03:18 | archives_wa

@azaroth42 assuming from afar that you talked about memento-depot today at #iipc12 http://t.co/QcEnmfXY any
details or slides available?
02-May-12 01:35 | edsu

@MarthaBunton so did BL finish their twittervane prototype then? #iipc12
02-May-12 01:30 | edsu

Hoe lang gaan we dit volhouden... “@hvdsomp: Library of Congress web archive grows 6 TB per month #IIPC12”
01-May-12 23:45 | tondelooijer

You are here. If you're at #IIPC12. http://t.co/hzAqt9wV
01-May-12 23:02 | gpay

#iipc12 folks, no line at the jeffereson. Come by ground or tunnel!
01-May-12 22:19 | opba

We keep the tradition of pics like these. We need outlets #iipc12 http://t.co/ARrvL8F8
01-May-12 21:58 | kboughida

Metro DC on my way home: PM winner people tired doing nothing vs AM reading newspapers, smartphones.. it
was a good #iipc12
01-May-12 21:47 | kboughida

RT @MarthaBunton: JoNAS project is integrating WARC, JHOVE2 into Netarchive Suite #iipc12
01-May-12 21:10 | sheilaMorr

Final member update of the day from Libor Coufal from Natl Library of the Czech Republic #IIPC12 - Vaclav
Havel collaborative archive
01-May-12 20:53 | netpreserve

RT @MarthaBunton: SCAPE is about scalability. http://t.co/F3UI7wH2 #iipc12
01-May-12 20:52 | inadlweb

RT @MarthaBunton: Legal Deposit law in Spain updated in 2011 to include web sites. #iipc12
01-May-12 20:51 | inadlweb

Spanish legal deposit legislation, its history and current status being outlined by Mar Perez Morillo from Natl
Library of Spain #IIPC12
01-May-12 20:45 | netpreserve

Legal Deposit law in Spain updated in 2011 to include web sites. #iipc12
01-May-12 20:44 | MarthaBunton

Sierman KB-NL: Interesting granular preservation policies: high level, intermediate, control-level @scapeproject
#IIPC12
01-May-12 20:41 | kboughida

People interested in SCAPE should follow their tweets @SCAPEproject #iipc12
01-May-12 20:39 | lljohnston

Barbara Sierman KB National library talking about @SCAPEproject SCAlable Preservation Environments
http://t.co/URP33Srq #IIPC12
01-May-12 20:36 | kboughida

SCAPE is about scalability. http://t.co/F3UI7wH2 #iipc12
01-May-12 20:34 | MarthaBunton

Comparing to "information dissemination products" D. Walls from GPO just mentioned #iipc12
01-May-12 20:27 | saraaubry

In France, we also use the terms "online communications" or "online conversations" #iipc12
01-May-12 20:25 | saraaubry

@hhockx highlighting recent activities at British Library: new access tool, QA module improvements to web
curator tool #IIPC12
01-May-12 20:22 | netpreserve

David Walls, Government Printing Office: signing MOUs with Federal Agencies to harvest their publications
#iipc12
01-May-12 20:20 | cleymour

GPO using @archiveitorg http://t.co/xPlQVBGQ #IIPC12
01-May-12 20:18 | agrotke

@gpay @bjarne_a @netpreserve @nullhandle @agrotke I see the opposite - in my personal stream but not in
my #iipc12 search.
01-May-12 20:15 | lljohnston

#iipc12 Library of Congress will be allowed to collect websites content using "notice only" permissions with one
year embargo.
01-May-12 19:22 | hhockx

LAWA,longitudinal analytics of web archive data http://t.co/pIulSxMw #iipc12
01-May-12 19:16 | MarthaBunton

@gpay @bjarne_a @cleymour @crawlthat It would probably be easy to do it picking IIPC members map and
point which have legal deposit #iipc12
01-May-12 19:11 | saraaubry

@bjarne_a @cleymour @crawlthat Has anyone studied what proportion of the Internet is subject to legal deposit
in some jurisdiction? #IIPC12
01-May-12 19:08 | gpay

RT @cleymour: @gpay why not proposing people a specific hashtag in order to send URLs to web archiving
institutions on Twitter? #iipc12 #crawlthat!
01-May-12 19:08 | sderrot

Happy to be seeing progress on processing web archives using HIVE, presented by Rick Fitzgerald. #iipc12
01-May-12 19:08 | lljohnston

RT @hvdsomp: Ongoing experiment at Library of Congress looks into automatic classification of web archive with
LCSH #IIPC12
01-May-12 19:05 | naypinya

RT @hvdsomp: Library of Congress web archive grows 6 TB per month #IIPC12
01-May-12 18:59 | johannesnicolai

Ongoing experiment at Library of Congress looks into automatic classification of web archive with LCSH #IIPC12
01-May-12 18:58 | hvdsomp

RT @MarthaBunton: Crowdsourcing selection for web archives using Twitter references. Twittervane
http://t.co/h9l2EaBl #iipc12
01-May-12 18:58 | DavidUnderdown9

Library of Congress team is currently running a true presentation marathon at #iipc12 Impressive!
01-May-12 18:54 | cleymour

RT @netpreserve: #IIPC12 friends: help launch the Digital Preservation Stack Exchange. More here:
http://t.co/I7iDOlEg
01-May-12 18:54 | anjacks0n

RT @hvdsomp: Library of Congress web archive grows 6 TB per month #IIPC12
01-May-12 18:54 | iFromm

RT @dchud: see also @nullhandle :) RT @saraaubry: LoC @agrotke and N. Taylor on stage to present Library
of Congress updates #iipc12
01-May-12 18:47 | kboughida

@agrotke and @nullhandle presenting on the state of the LOC web archives. #iipc12 http://t.co/RuaIxmf3
01-May-12 18:47 | lljohnston

LoC @agrotke and N. Taylor on stage to present Library of Congress updates #iipc12
01-May-12 18:39 | saraaubry

RT @cleymour: @gpay why not proposing people a specific hashtag in order to send URLs to web archiving
institutions on Twitter? #iipc12 #crawlthat!
01-May-12 18:38 | libdigitization

RT @cleymour: @gpay why not proposing people a specific hashtag in order to send URLs to web archiving
institutions on Twitter? #iipc12 #crawlthat!
01-May-12 18:37 | hvdsomp

RT @MarthaBunton: Crowdsourcing selection for web archives using Twitter references. Twittervane
http://t.co/h9l2EaBl #iipc12
01-May-12 18:37 | hhockx

RT @lljohnston: @hhockx Presenting on Twittervane project to mine URLs from tweets to aid in just-in-time web
archiving selection. #iipc12
01-May-12 18:37 | hhockx

RT @cleymour: @gpay why not proposing people a specific hashtag in order to send URLs to web archiving
institutions on Twitter? #iipc12 #crawlthat!
01-May-12 18:33 | cgenin

Member updates after the break! #IIPC12
01-May-12 18:28 | netpreserve

@cleymour I like #crawlthat as a tag. Though maybe @crawlthat user would be better? Wondering about
application in domain crawls. #iipc12
01-May-12 18:24 | gpay

@gpay why not proposing people a specific hashtag in order to send URLs to web archiving institutions on
Twitter? #iipc12 #crawlthat!
01-May-12 18:18 | cleymour

#IIPC12 friends: help launch the Digital Preservation Stack Exchange. More here: http://t.co/I7iDOlEg
01-May-12 18:11 | netpreserve

RT @MarthaBunton: Crowdsourcing selection for web archives using Twitter references. Twittervane
http://t.co/h9l2EaBl #iipc12
01-May-12 18:11 | larchivist

RT @MarthaBunton: Crowdsourcing selection for web archives using Twitter references. Twittervane
http://t.co/h9l2EaBl #iipc12
01-May-12 18:07 | inadlweb

RT @MarthaBunton: Crowdsourcing selection for web archives using Twitter references. Twittervane
http://t.co/h9l2EaBl #iipc12
01-May-12 18:06 | kboughida

RT @MarthaBunton: Crowdsourcing selection for web archives using Twitter references. Twittervane
http://t.co/h9l2EaBl #iipc12
01-May-12 18:04 | lljohnston

White on light blue is the new grey on grey. #IIPC12
01-May-12 18:03 | azaroth42

Nicholas Clarke from netarchive.dk updating on JhoNAS https://t.co/PgwXjS3H #IIPC12
01-May-12 17:48 | netpreserve

RT @kboughida: 4 BNF family members: How to fit in? Integrate a web archiving program in your organization
#IIPC12 @cleymour
01-May-12 17:44 | cleymour

@azaroth42 Hearing that I love it even more. #iipc12
01-May-12 17:43 | lljohnston

RT @azaroth42: :) Also detects 404s and alerts if Mementos available RT @lljohnston: Loving the Time Map
Memento plugin interface. #iipc12
01-May-12 17:42 | anjacks0n

BnF offering a week in Paris for a web archiving workshop #iipc12 @netpreserve
01-May-12 17:40 | MarthaBunton

@agrotke Could we organize a raffle at the end of #iipc12 to see who will win and go to Paris? (of course to learn
about web archiving)
01-May-12 17:36 | aalsum

:) Also detects 404s and alerts if Mementos available RT @lljohnston: Loving the Time Map Memento plugin
interface. #iipc12
01-May-12 17:35 | azaroth42

@kboughida me too! :) RT @agrotke: Can I go to Paris to learn more about web archiving? Pretty please?
#IIPC12
01-May-12 17:32 | dchud

Bnf workshop covers internal advocacy, training, integrating web archiving into operations and workflows, more looks fantastic #IIPC12
01-May-12 17:32 | agrotke

Me too! :) RT @agrotke: Can I go to Paris to learn more about web archiving? Pretty please? #IIPC12
01-May-12 17:30 | azaroth42

Not public yet, but should be available in not too distant future RT @lljohnston: Loving the Time Map Memento
plugin interface. #iipc12
01-May-12 17:29 | hvdsomp

I want to go too. "@agrotke: Can I go to Paris to learn more about web archiving? Pretty please? #IIPC12"
01-May-12 17:28 | hhockx

Can I go to Paris to learn more about web archiving? Pretty please? #IIPC12
01-May-12 17:27 | agrotke

4 BNF family members: How to fit in? Integrate a web archiving program in your organization #IIPC12 @cleymour
01-May-12 17:25 | kboughida

IIPC project updates: BnF staff onstage announcing plans to share their daily experience archiving at Paris
workshop #IIPC12
01-May-12 17:25 | netpreserve

Memento aggregator project is bringing together IIPC metadata:Sanderson, LANL #iipc12
01-May-12 17:12 | MarthaBunton

RT @dchud: http://t.co/fE9Wr9iU time-enabled dbpedia/linked data archive from lanl #memento #iipc12
01-May-12 16:03 | phonedude_mln

RT @aalsum: MementoFox https://t.co/f0L7e2Zk is a Mozilla Firefox Plugin that works as a #memento client
#iipc12
01-May-12 16:02 | cgenin

@hvdsomp Unveiling TWA= transactional web archiving not TWA (you know) open source 1+ yr dev (waiting to
see the movie) #iipc12
01-May-12 15:59 | kboughida

@hvdsomp: Los Alamos will soon release a server-side transactional web archiving software that is able to
produce WARC files #iipc12
01-May-12 15:59 | cleymour

LANL transactional web archive software #iipc12 http://t.co/ZDGaXzzZ
01-May-12 15:59 | aalsum

http://t.co/fE9Wr9iU time-enabled dbpedia/linked data archive from lanl #memento #iipc12
01-May-12 15:57 | dchud

MementoFox https://t.co/f0L7e2Zk is a Mozilla Firefox Plugin that works as a #memento client #iipc12
01-May-12 15:56 | aalsum

@hvdsomp: Los Alamos has Linked Data archives for DBPedia and Live DBPedia #iipc12
01-May-12 15:55 | cleymour

@hvdsomp gives a brief, focus explanation about #memento #iipc12
01-May-12 15:53 | aalsum

@hvdsomp google sitemap was influenced by OAI but didn't work out later #iipc12
01-May-12 15:49 | kboughida

Herbert @hvdsomp LANL contribution aDORe, mod_oai, OAI ORE, memento #iipc12
01-May-12 15:48 | kboughida

We now welcome @hvdsomp and Los Alamos National Laboratory - also new in 2012 http://t.co/cg9mVnQE
#IIPC12
01-May-12 15:45 | netpreserve

Herbert (@hvdsomp) LANL new IIPC member is going to talk #iipc12
01-May-12 15:43 | kboughida

Excellent presentation from Janus from Estonian National Library - "large in mind" #iipc12
01-May-12 15:42 | bjarne_a

Jannus Kouts #iipc12 Welcome Estonia, legal deposit law in 2006 kinfolk of the French legal deposit law …
public access
01-May-12 15:36 | inadlweb

RT @cleymour: An interesting paper on Estonia and Internet to complement Jaanus Kõuts speach at #iipc12:
http://t.co/t0OmVGMm
01-May-12 15:35 | MarthaBunton

Estonia: legal deposit law in 2006 covered web publications #IIPC12
01-May-12 15:35 | agrotke

An interesting paper on Estonia and Internet to complement Jaanus Kõuts speach at #iipc12:
http://t.co/t0OmVGMm
01-May-12 15:34 | cleymour

Jaanus Kõuts, National Library of Estonia: Estonia is an E country but nobody is trying to capture the web #iipc12
01-May-12 15:33 | kboughida

#IIPC12 We work with researchers to understand their requirements for analytical access to web archives:
http://t.co/pY1m0Sud
01-May-12 15:33 | hhockx

Amazing level of use of web and e-services in Estonia. Obviously a need for web preservation with so much
online. #iipc12
01-May-12 15:31 | lljohnston

Estonia is very connected digitally--banking, census, elections, paperless govt, taxes, medical
prescriptions--Jannus Kouts #iipc12
01-May-12 15:31 | MarthaBunton

RT @agrotke: @dchud : "developers are people too" - gets a good reaction from this crowd #IIPC12
01-May-12 15:31 | sderrot

If we can't be large in numbers we must became large in mind (Estonia motto by Jacob Hurt) #iipc12
01-May-12 15:28 | kboughida

RT @hhockx: #iipc12 Presentations from new members indicate that it is now easier to get started as the tools
improve and mature.
01-May-12 15:27 | lljohnston

Estonian web archive Jaanus Kõuts, National Library of Estonia #iipc12
01-May-12 15:27 | kboughida

City of Lyon featured in #iipc12 !
01-May-12 15:26 | cleymour

Welcome new iipc member National Library of Estonia! #IIPC12
01-May-12 15:26 | netpreserve

Of course. Did they think otherwise? "@azaroth42: "Developers are people too!" -- @dchud #IIPC12"
01-May-12 15:26 | hhockx

@dchud developers are people too (audience laugh) #iipc12
01-May-12 15:22 | kboughida

w/out context this sounds odd RT @gregorylisa Web archives can be used to mainstream special collections in
libraries, archives. #IIPC12
01-May-12 15:21 | archivesnext

Still not used to @dchud not being at LC; listening to him speak about new web archiving program at George
Washington University. #iipc12
01-May-12 15:20 | lljohnston

RT @tjowens: Great web archive special collection "The The Latin American Government Documents Archive"
http://t.co/gbZArnu9 #iipc12
01-May-12 15:19 | archivesnext

@dchud #gwu talking now about GW libraries and web archiving #iipc12
01-May-12 15:16 | kboughida

Robert Wolven, Columbia University, new IIPC member http://t.co/8SCbEd6s #iipc12 @netpreserve
01-May-12 15:13 | MarthaBunton

@netpreserve yes I think I missed one eye ;) Thanks #iipc12
01-May-12 15:13 | kboughida

R.Wolven @columbialib collecting focus is thematic and complementing archival collections, output of columbia
web output #iipc12
01-May-12 15:10 | kboughida

@kboughida noticed there are some stray hash tags out there #IIPC12 is the one we're using (two i's)
01-May-12 15:09 | netpreserve

R.Wolven @columbialib objectives: collect preserve make accessible web content of research value, dev
sustainable program #iipc12
01-May-12 15:08 | kboughida

New member updates this a.m.: welcome Columbia University http://t.co/XYmvwMdU #IIPC12
01-May-12 15:06 | netpreserve

#iipc12, great opportunity to meet #webarchiving thought leadership. Especially enjoyed the panel time with an
expert like @junklight
01-May-12 14:49 | rodwittenberg

NEW #DuraCloud services make cost effective preservation and archiving in the #cloud simple
http://t.co/exuEcgUm #repository #lod #iipc12
01-May-12 14:04 | duraspace

RT @kboughida: Aaron Binns chalenges MMM Mobile, Media, Me me me (pic) #iipc12 http://t.co/tCzmsMYH
01-May-12 13:50 | lljohnston

Aaron Binns chalenges MMM Mobile, Media, Me me me (pic) #iipc12 http://t.co/tCzmsMYH
01-May-12 13:42 | kboughida

@MarthaBunton: Big data is the human response to the mass of digits #iipc12
01-May-12 13:14 | cleymour

RT @netpreserve: You may have noticed we went from orange to green with our avatar, we are rolling out our
new logo today! #IIPC12
01-May-12 13:14 | inadlweb

Also #GWU + Columbia and Estonia @azaroth42: Great to be at #IIPC12 :) First with #LANL as official member,
rather than invited guest!
01-May-12 13:14 | kboughida

@MarthaBunton: orange is the color of energy! #iipc12
01-May-12 13:13 | cleymour

@MarthaBunton explaining the new logo: Angle brackets for tech work. Blue color of trust + green @netpreserve
#IIPC12
01-May-12 13:12 | kboughida

#IIPC12 "Angle brackets are deep in our culture, a focus on the technical and practical." (regarding the logo)
01-May-12 13:12 | azaroth42

Great to be at #IIPC12 :) First with #LANL as official member, rather than invited guest!
01-May-12 13:10 | azaroth42

You may have noticed we went from orange to green with our avatar, we are rolling out our new logo today!
#IIPC12
01-May-12 13:05 | netpreserve

About to start day 2 of #IIPC12 - the general assembly meeting of IIPC members.
01-May-12 13:02 | netpreserve

Metro DC reading: winner paper-based newspaper vs paper-based book and "e" kindle, smartphones, laptops,
old phones going to #iipc12
01-May-12 12:23 | kboughida

MT @lljohnston: Latin American web sites disappear due to "coups and earthquakes" and lack of digital
preservation. <= best tweet at #iipc12
01-May-12 07:33 | WilliamKilbride

CINCH will use #duracloud to enable bulk download of publicly available internet files http://t.co/w4LHjAnx
#iipc12 #cloud via @kboughida
01-May-12 00:39 | DuraCloud

CINCH will use #duracloud to enable bulk download of publicly available internet files http://t.co/x02ZoYrD
#iipc12 #cloud via @kboughida
01-May-12 00:39 | duraspace

CINCH will use #duracloud to enable bulk download of publicly available internet files http://t.co/V6I07y00
#iipc12 #cloud via @kboughida
01-May-12 00:39 | dspacetweets

CINCH will use #duracloud to enable bulk download of publicly available internet files http://t.co/8viLXeGS
#iipc12 #cloud via @kboughida
01-May-12 00:39 | FedoraRepo

@MarthaBunton wraps up the open session with a story on origami and web archives. Thanks for a great day!
#IIPC12
30-Apr-12 20:58 | netpreserve

Great web archive special collection "The The Latin American Government Documents Archive"
http://t.co/gbZArnu9 #iipc12
30-Apr-12 20:56 | tjowens

@HCIR_GeneG @gregorylisa @ian_soboroff depends what you capture it for http://t.co/NCqVKcEi - it pays my
wages ;-) #iipc12
30-Apr-12 20:56 | junklight

RT @gregorylisa: Web archives can be used to mainstream special collections in libraries, archives. #IIPC12
30-Apr-12 20:55 | NCArchives

@junklight I guess no access means that there is no good business model to price it. @gregorylisa
@ian_soboroff #iipc12
30-Apr-12 20:55 | HCIR_GeneG

@aalsum mentioning memento. It will be implemented by Internet Memory (Leïla Medjkoune) I'm sure
@phonedude_mln is happy #iipc12
30-Apr-12 20:52 | kboughida

@HCIR_GeneG @ian_soboroff @gregorylisa #iipc12 there is commercial value for sure. However frequently no
public access to commercial archive
30-Apr-12 20:51 | junklight

Does this imply no commercial value to archiving? MT @ian_soboroff @gregorylisa Gov, political sites exemplify
web archiving success #IIPC12
30-Apr-12 20:50 | HCIR_GeneG

@ian_soboroff #iipc12 I like the idea of found archives for sure. But we at the IIPC need to set the standards
high.
30-Apr-12 20:50 | junklight

RT @ian_soboroff: Stu Shulman of UMass giving a nice talk on big data from a social science perspective
#iipc12
30-Apr-12 20:48 | inadlweb

@junklight those bits happen too, but to different degrees. The phenomenon of "found archives" might have to
relax expectations. #iipc12
30-Apr-12 20:47 | ian_soboroff

RT @lljohnston: Shulman: "Twitter is the first draft of history." #iipc12
30-Apr-12 20:46 | StuartWShulman

Kent Norsworthy: web archiving activity may help redefining the role and identity of the research library #iipc12
30-Apr-12 20:44 | cleymour

“@ian_soboroff likewise google has everything they have ever crawled. But provenance, context & metadata are
key for preservation.” #iipc12
30-Apr-12 20:44 | junklight

Web archives can be used to mainstream special collections in libraries, archives. #IIPC12
30-Apr-12 20:43 | gregorylisa

Now Kent Norsworthy UT Austin Web Archiving as part of a Research Library Special Collection: the Latin
American Gov Docs #iipc12
30-Apr-12 20:30 | kboughida

Kent Norsworthy from the Latin American Gov Docs & human rights archives closes today's event #IIPC12
30-Apr-12 20:28 | netpreserve

Now UT Austin using web archiving of Latin American gov docs. #IIPC12
30-Apr-12 20:27 | gregorylisa

Just realized I haven't looked at the English Wikipedia page about Web archiving in a long time:
http://t.co/0wllJVgZ #iipc12
30-Apr-12 20:26 | saraaubry

RT @ndiipp: RT @netpreserve: Afternoon sessions begin with session on trends in archive use #IIPC12
30-Apr-12 20:26 | archivesnext

RT @agrotke: Shulman: twitter and blogs: first draft of history #IIPC12
30-Apr-12 20:25 | archivesnext

Users move seamlessly btwn archives and live web. Improved ux, but I can see govt agencies not being on
board. #IIPC12
30-Apr-12 20:24 | gregorylisa

#iipc12 web archives: when ephemera are linked to obstrepera.
30-Apr-12 20:23 | ian_soboroff

Internet Memory provides redirection service. Directs users to web archives instead of giving a 404 error. #IIPC12
30-Apr-12 20:19 | gregorylisa

Amen. RT@MarthaBunton: Theme of the day is "context and metadata are essential" for research and for
authenticity #iipc12
30-Apr-12 20:19 | pmhswe

Leila Medjkoune @InternetMemory now up... #IIPC12
30-Apr-12 20:18 | netpreserve

Now Leïla Medjkoune: How can Web Archives become a critical component of today's Internet? #iipc12
30-Apr-12 20:17 | kboughida

Intenet Memory: http://t.co/ZCjUWiCb #IIPC12
30-Apr-12 20:17 | gregorylisa

CINCH will use @duracloud for archiving #iipc12
30-Apr-12 20:16 | kboughida

Kathleen Kenney SLNC: CINCH capture ingest and checksum http://t.co/mEANmm5F funded by @US_IMLS
#iipc12
30-Apr-12 20:13 | kboughida

Benefits of CINCH: repository neutral, free, lightweight. #IIPC12
30-Apr-12 20:10 | gregorylisa

#iipc12 http://t.co/tTldHjab
30-Apr-12 20:09 | ian_soboroff

Spent most of my talk thinking "I'm talking too fast". Enjoyable session though with Hanzo and Reed on
commercial archiving #iipc12
30-Apr-12 20:07 | junklight

Second talk at #iipc12 in Flash. I missed a technology shift someplace.
30-Apr-12 20:07 | ian_soboroff

Last panel of the day: web archive use in the public sphere #IIPC12
30-Apr-12 20:06 | netpreserve

RT @gregorylisa: Next up at #IIPC12, my colleague Kathleen Kenney on CINCH. http://t.co/sVBpmNb9
30-Apr-12 20:05 | netpreserve

Next up at #IIPC12, my colleague Kathleen Kenney on CINCH. http://t.co/sVBpmNb9
30-Apr-12 19:56 | gregorylisa

Rod Wittenberg: sha-1 is used for every web page as digital signature. Accepted as legal. #iipc12
30-Apr-12 19:44 | kboughida

RT @lljohnston: Fabulous discussion on the role of web archives as evidence in litigation. #iipc12
30-Apr-12 19:41 | agrotke

Theme of the day is "context and metadata are essential" for research and for authenticity #iipc12
30-Apr-12 19:40 | MarthaBunton

For companies, governments: heritage archiving v. records retention, the latter always wins. #IIPC12
30-Apr-12 19:40 | gregorylisa

@junklight: Preservation requirements and the requirements of legal industry are almost the same #iipc12
30-Apr-12 19:39 | cleymour

Fabulous discussion on the role of web archives as evidence in litigation. #iipc12
30-Apr-12 19:38 | lljohnston

BNF has web archives of a real and fake websites. Lawyers were interested. BNF was good enough as a
credible archiving org #iipc12
30-Apr-12 19:32 | kboughida

BnF mentioning that, for the courts, having the BnF name behind collection = authenticity. #IIPC12
30-Apr-12 19:32 | gregorylisa

RT @netpreserve: IIPC starts with 11 members, now has 42 #IIPC12
30-Apr-12 19:15 | inadlweb

MarkW is up #iipc12
30-Apr-12 19:14 | hanzoman

Wittenberg: Authenticated websites critical in legal proceedings #iipc12
30-Apr-12 19:08 | alexisan75

Rod Wittenberg: re Rule 901. AUTHENTICATING OR IDENTIFYING EVIDENCE for courts Lawyers create pdf
from web pages #iipc12
30-Apr-12 19:06 | kboughida

Rod Wittenberg: examples of cases where the judge decided if an archived website was authenticated or not
#iipc12
30-Apr-12 19:06 | cleymour

RT @4SiteStudios: Shooting great interview footage at #IIPC12 General Assembly for the next gen website! (cc
@netpreserve)
30-Apr-12 19:03 | netpreserve

Archiving websites as evidence to fight piracy and infringement - Wittenberg #iipc12
30-Apr-12 19:03 | hhockx

RT @lljohnston: Use of the web in litigation research,and needs for web archiving. E-discovery Reference model:
http://t.co/gQfzZBq0 #iipc12
30-Apr-12 19:02 | gregorylisa

Loss of evidence in active litigation and references in published case law disappearing. #iipc12
30-Apr-12 19:02 | lljohnston

@saraaubry @inadlweb et les chercheurs ! ... reste à convaincre le législateur ;-) #iipc12
30-Apr-12 19:00 | cgenin

Use of the web in litigation research,and needs for web archiving. E-discovery Reference model:
http://t.co/gQfzZBq0 #iipc12
30-Apr-12 18:58 | lljohnston

Shooting great interview footage at #IIPC12 General Assembly for the next gen website! (cc @netpreserve)
30-Apr-12 18:57 | 4SiteStudios

Where web archives fit into EDRM http://t.co/KnbSFp7Z #iipc12
30-Apr-12 18:56 | hanzoman

@cgenin Et les chercheurs : le partage doit être une responsabilité (sic) #iipc12
30-Apr-12 18:56 | saraaubry

Rod Wittenberg from Reed Technology on web archives use in legal industry #IIPC12
30-Apr-12 18:53 | netpreserve

Many countries, even with legal deposit, struggle w enabling access to web archives. US seems like exception
rather than rule here. #IIPC12
30-Apr-12 18:25 | gregorylisa

@saraaubry: D-Lib article: Web Archives for Researchers: Representations, Expectations and Potential Uses:
http://t.co/c7ll4YJS #iipc12
30-Apr-12 18:25 | kboughida

And the D-Lib article: Web Archives for Researchers: Representations, Expectations and Potential Uses:
http://t.co/i2CEgpSR #iipc12
30-Apr-12 18:24 | saraaubry

URL http://t.co/VOo23RQp @cleymour @saraaubry: Archives de l'Internet #iipc12
30-Apr-12 18:22 | kboughida

@cleymour @saraaubry: Archives de l'Internet: étude prospective sur les représentations et les attentes des
utilisateurs potentiels #iipc12
30-Apr-12 18:21 | kboughida

RT @hhockx: Legal deposit only enables websites to be collected and used as printed books. That's where we
are collectively. #iipc12
30-Apr-12 18:20 | lljohnston

French researchers compare archived websites with oral history recordings - Oury, National Libry of France
#iipc12
30-Apr-12 18:18 | hhockx

RT @gregorylisa: Users feel web archives are less like a paper archive and more like oral tradition. it is mutable,
layered. #IIPC12
30-Apr-12 18:17 | anjacks0n

RT @saraaubry: For detailed results of BnF study on potential users needs: http://t.co/BG6jcG7g (French only)
#iipc12
30-Apr-12 18:17 | bjarne_a

RT @gregorylisa: Users feel web archives are less like a paper archive and more like oral tradition. it is mutable,
layered. #IIPC12
30-Apr-12 18:16 | alexisan75

RT @saraaubry: For detailed results of BnF study on potential users needs: http://t.co/BG6jcG7g (French only)
#iipc12
30-Apr-12 18:15 | MarthaBunton

Users feel web archives are less like a paper archive and more like oral tradition. it is mutable, layered. #IIPC12
30-Apr-12 18:14 | gregorylisa

For detailed results of BnF study on potential users needs: http://t.co/BG6jcG7g (French only) #iipc12
30-Apr-12 18:14 | saraaubry

RT @agrotke: Too bad for the researchers that many of us have such restrictions on access #IIPC12
30-Apr-12 18:11 | cgenin

Legal deposit only enables websites to be collected and used as printed books. That's where we are collectively.
#iipc12
30-Apr-12 18:10 | hhockx

@cleymour BNF: researchers in political and social sciences are the most freqent users + some personal
searches #iipc12
30-Apr-12 18:06 | kboughida

Thursday afternoon we will have a legal issues roundtable, will talk more about permissions, legal deposit, and
more #IIPC12
30-Apr-12 18:02 | netpreserve

Australia may not harvest sites without permission. France may harvest, but must restrict access to National
Library premises. #IIPC12
30-Apr-12 18:00 | gregorylisa

@cleymour up next, on users of the BnF web archives #IIPC12
30-Apr-12 17:58 | netpreserve

Now Clément Oury @cleymour: Actual and potential users of the BnF web archives: experiences and
expectations #iipc12
30-Apr-12 17:58 | kboughida

People tend to use web archives to look for websites which have disappeared from the live web. #IIPC12
30-Apr-12 17:54 | hhockx

Depuis ce matin, j'observe deux personnes qui traduisent toutes les interventions #iipc12 en langue des signes.
#impressionnant
30-Apr-12 17:53 | saraaubry

Even though I can't spell her name. It's Monica Omodei #iipc12
30-Apr-12 17:53 | junklight

They're selectors they eat very few @ian_soboroff: It is dark. You are likely to be eaten by an archivist. #iipc12”
30-Apr-12 17:52 | kboughida

Also brilliant to see Monica Omedi back in web archiving. Also enjoying her awesome PowerPoint driving skills
#IIPC12
30-Apr-12 17:51 | junklight

What's popular in web archives? Sites popular as live sites, and sites that link to web archives. #IIPC12
30-Apr-12 17:51 | gregorylisa

RT @ian_soboroff: It is dark. You are likely to be eaten by an archivist. #iipc12
30-Apr-12 17:50 | hhockx

Interesting to hear Monica Omedi talking about how people repurpose web archives. Did some thinking about this
at TNA too #iipc12
30-Apr-12 17:50 | junklight

@momedai talking briefly about planning for web archiving infrastructure swap out #iipc12
30-Apr-12 17:46 | lljohnston

It is dark. You are likely to be eaten by an archivist. #iipc12
30-Apr-12 17:45 | ian_soboroff

@momedei Bad news no legal deposit legislation (Australia) missed web collecting content lack of permission
#iipc12
30-Apr-12 17:42 | kboughida

http://t.co/kVGEmgOS provides access to nla's selected web archives, alongside other library content #IIPC12
30-Apr-12 17:40 | netpreserve

Omodei: @nlagovau collects all australian domain .au #iipc12
30-Apr-12 17:39 | kboughida

RT @lljohnston: Shulman: "Twitter is the first draft of history." #iipc12
30-Apr-12 17:39 | BookwormBeckman

Trends in Pandora Monica Omodei @momodei, National Library of Australia (NLA) @nlagovau #iipc12
30-Apr-12 17:35 | kboughida

Next is Monica Omodei from @nlagovau speaking on trends in their Pandora archive #IIPC12
30-Apr-12 17:34 | netpreserve

Some interesting graphs of media ratios (web,tv,print) from InA (David Rapin) shows when one media type over
or under reacts #iipc12
30-Apr-12 17:30 | junklight

David Rapin, INA: presenting Observatoire Transmedia (web, radio, TV, press) with the example of GM corn
debate end 2011 #iipc12
30-Apr-12 17:27 | cleymour

Despite the fact it's based on flash nice to see a non PowerPoint presentation #iipc12
30-Apr-12 17:19 | junklight

David Rapin @Ina_audiovisuel Talking about otmedia #iipc12
30-Apr-12 17:18 | kboughida

RT @hanzoman: RT @agrotke: Shulman: twitter & blogs: 1st draft of history #IIPC12 --> not to mention 1st draft
of the future #measure #sm
30-Apr-12 17:14 | dharmabuilt

RT @junklight: I am fascinated how web archiving researchers and legal technologists seem to be tackling the
same topics. #iipc12
30-Apr-12 17:14 | lljohnston

Slightly disturbing to hear early 2000's called "the turn of the century". The year 2000 was the future godammit
#iipc12
30-Apr-12 17:12 | junklight

RT @netpreserve: Afternoon sessions begin with session on trends in archive use #IIPC12
30-Apr-12 17:09 | ndiipp

@inadlweb presenting on data mining in news media #IIPC12
30-Apr-12 17:09 | netpreserve

RT @junklight: I am fascinated how web archiving researchers and legal technologists seem to be tackling the
same topics. #iipc12
30-Apr-12 16:10 | leelamalur

@ian_soboroff: asking libs and cultural orgs to archive social data is very hard. Who is going to pay? #iipc12
30-Apr-12 16:03 | kboughida

RT @agrotke: Shulman: twitter and blogs: first draft of history #IIPC12
30-Apr-12 15:59 | hanzoman

RT @junklight: I am fascinated how web archiving researchers and legal technologists seem to be tackling the
same topics. #iipc12
30-Apr-12 15:59 | hanzoman

From @hhockx institutions need to show what is possible and researchers need to say what is useful #iipc12
30-Apr-12 15:58 | cleymour

RT @gregorylisa: Interesting: http://t.co/26tvaR3p. Takes social media comments and extracts them as XML.
#IIPC12
30-Apr-12 15:58 | lljohnston

Fascinating thought. Now book digitisation is wide spread. What does big data analysis on the contents of books
in the large show? #iipc12
30-Apr-12 15:57 | junklight

Libraries and archives provide big data with direction on the kinds of information tasks people want to complete.
#IIPC12
30-Apr-12 15:57 | gregorylisa

Too bad for the researchers that many of us have such restrictions on access #IIPC12
30-Apr-12 15:57 | agrotke

Who knows. It has made life hard for them. "@kboughida: Shulman presdiction China State vs Technology. Tech
will win #iipc12"
30-Apr-12 15:54 | hhockx

Maybe gone in 10 yrs @phonedude_mln @lljohnston 1st draft loses 10% in 1 year
Shulman: "Twitter is the first draft of history." #iipc12
30-Apr-12 15:54 | kboughida

When approaching big data, enter into a project with a question but also be open to letting the data talk for itself.
#IIPC12
30-Apr-12 15:54 | gregorylisa

I am fascinated how web archiving researchers and legal technologists seem to be tackling the same topics.
#iipc12
30-Apr-12 15:52 | junklight

@lljohnston 1st draft loses 10% in 1 year http://t.co/nhAsbkEN MT
Shulman: "Twitter is the first draft of history." #iipc12
30-Apr-12 15:50 | phonedude_mln

Shulman presdiction China State vs Technology. Tech will win #iipc12
30-Apr-12 15:49 | kboughida

RT @agrotke: Shulman: twitter and blogs: first draft of history #IIPC12
30-Apr-12 15:43 | cleymour

Follow up. Hilarious: http://t.co/CFG4u8Di #IIPC12
30-Apr-12 15:43 | gregorylisa

Crowdsourcing bin Laden tweets http://t.co/VGKbJ3ix #IIPC12
30-Apr-12 15:42 | gregorylisa

RT @lljohnston: Shulman: "Twitter is the first draft of history." #iipc12
30-Apr-12 15:38 | MarthaBunton

RT @gregorylisa: Interesting: http://t.co/26tvaR3p. Takes social media comments and extracts them as XML.
#IIPC12
30-Apr-12 15:37 | alexisan75

RT @gregorylisa: Interesting: http://t.co/26tvaR3p. Takes social media comments and extracts them as XML.
#IIPC12
30-Apr-12 15:37 | netpreserve

Shulman: "Twitter is the first draft of history." #iipc12
30-Apr-12 15:35 | lljohnston

Interesting: http://t.co/26tvaR3p. Takes social media comments and extracts them as XML. #IIPC12
30-Apr-12 15:34 | gregorylisa

Shulman: twitter and blogs: first draft of history #IIPC12
30-Apr-12 15:33 | agrotke

RT @mich_archives: will absolutely be following the #iipc12 thread for convo on web archiving...so should you!
30-Apr-12 15:33 | sderrot

Stuart Shulman, Univ Mass: need to share the work of big data from web across people and machines. #iipc12
30-Apr-12 15:32 | MarthaBunton

Stuart Shulman just spoke of sharing data you preserve as a responsibility. We all need to move toward that
mindset. #IIPC12
30-Apr-12 15:29 | gregorylisa

RT @hhockx: #IIPC12 Shulman: Storing data does not mean access. The former is getting cheaper, the latter is
expensive.
30-Apr-12 15:29 | lljohnston

Stu Shulman of UMass giving a nice talk on big data from a social science perspective #iipc12
30-Apr-12 15:27 | ian_soboroff

RT @cleymour: Stuart W. Shulman: access costs are less related to the size in bytes of a collection but to the
number of items #iipc12
30-Apr-12 15:27 | MarthaBunton

Stuart W. Shulman: access costs are less related to the size in bytes of a collection but to the number of items
#iipc12
30-Apr-12 15:25 | cleymour

Now up: Stuart Shulman from UMASS on challenges for researching the social web #IIPC12
30-Apr-12 15:24 | netpreserve

RT @alexisan75: Hoffman: 98% of terrorist websites protected and not discoverable. #iipc12
30-Apr-12 15:23 | kboughida

Interesting Mention at #IIPC12 : http://t.co/iG6BnuHV
30-Apr-12 15:21 | gregorylisa

Hoffman: 98% of terrorist websites protected and not discoverable. #iipc12
30-Apr-12 15:20 | alexisan75

Hoffman: Most terrorist websites today password protected. Major barrier for archivists. #IIPC12
30-Apr-12 15:19 | agrotke

98.8% of Al Qaeda sites are password protected. #IIPC12
30-Apr-12 15:19 | gregorylisa

Bruce Hoffman: if you don't have a website you don't exist as a terrorist #IIPC12
30-Apr-12 15:17 | marthaindc

RT @MarthaBunton: Bruce Hoffman, Georgetown Univ: Terrorism is a violence of communication. Harnesses
existing media. #iipc12
30-Apr-12 15:17 | gregorylisa

Bruce Hoffman: Internet is now used on mobile devices... even by terrorists #iipc12
30-Apr-12 15:12 | cleymour

RT @mich_archives: will absolutely be following the #iipc12 thread for convo on web archiving...so should you!
30-Apr-12 15:10 | netpreserve

RT @alexisan75: Hoffman: terrorists can frame their own message on Web in ways not possible before Internet.
#iipc12
30-Apr-12 15:09 | lljohnston

Hoffman: terrorists can frame their own message on Web in ways not possible before Internet. #iipc12
30-Apr-12 15:07 | alexisan75

Bruce Hoffman, Georgetown Univ: Terrorism is a violence of communication. Harnesses existing media. #iipc12
30-Apr-12 15:05 | MarthaBunton

Bruce Hoffman from Georgetown U now talking about use of web archives for terrorism research #IIPC12
30-Apr-12 15:03 | netpreserve

RT @gregorylisa: Search is indispensible. Who can imagine computing without search anymore? #IIPC12
30-Apr-12 14:28 | WebArchivist

will absolutely be following the #iipc12 thread for convo on web archiving...so should you!
30-Apr-12 14:26 | mich_archives

Will be sharing some news about our #memento compliant transactional web archiving software at #iipc12
30-Apr-12 14:23 | hvdsomp

Soberoff mentioning search is indispensable. Does that mean that we have to archive search engines uses and
trends? #iipc12 #toughjob
30-Apr-12 14:22 | saraaubry

En route to #IIPC12 in DC :) Looking forwards to discussing #Memento 3Tb index aggregator, plus new Firefox
UI for vizualizing timemaps!
30-Apr-12 14:20 | azaroth42

les membres d'iipc http://t.co/z0PKDNjl et leurs archives http://t.co/oqWi9YNX #archivesduweb #iipc12
30-Apr-12 14:18 | cgenin

Everything you do has search built into it--email, mobile phone, word processors. Ian Soberoff search is
indispensable #IIPC12
30-Apr-12 14:18 | marthaindc

#iipc12 Test collections are basic piece of research infrastructure - Soberoff
30-Apr-12 14:18 | hhockx

Ian Soberoff: search function now is very indispensable #IIPC12
30-Apr-12 14:17 | kboughida

Search is indispensible. Who can imagine computing without search anymore? #IIPC12
30-Apr-12 14:16 | gregorylisa

RT @cleymour: Gildas Illien: from 3 to 6 university libraries in IIPC in 2012, signal of a stronger link with
researchers #iipc12
30-Apr-12 14:15 | cgenin

On my way to #iipc12 with @azaroth42 Just boarded in ABQ
30-Apr-12 14:15 | hvdsomp

MT @gregorylisa: Ian Soberoff shared this... http://t.co/GO0fri40 #IIPC12 "Web browsers have transformed the
exchange of information."
30-Apr-12 14:11 | darchivist

RT @agrotke: early gov crawls (2000- 2004) only up to 18 GB @eotarchive #IIPC12
30-Apr-12 14:10 | alexisan75

RT @MarthaBunton: In 2004 all .gov web equaled a half Tb --Soboroff #iipc12
30-Apr-12 14:07 | inadlweb

RT @gregorylisa: Ian Soberoff just shared this and suggested pilgrimage. Love. http://t.co/MKblNqsT #IIPC12
30-Apr-12 14:03 | digpres411

Soberoff is reminiscing about yahoo! cool sites. They launched me to my 15 min of fame. #IIPC12
30-Apr-12 14:02 | agrotke

Ian Soberoff just shared this and suggested pilgrimage. Love. http://t.co/MKblNqsT #IIPC12
30-Apr-12 14:01 | gregorylisa

Ian Soboroff from NIST talking about research into search and the TREC program. Search is not a fully solved
problem. #iipc12
30-Apr-12 14:01 | lljohnston

RT @ndiipp: RT @netpreserve: Follow along this week! Today: Broad Value of Web Archives: Demonstrated Use
#iipc12 http://t.co/6nm6OSZ2
30-Apr-12 13:59 | darchivist

Original relevance ranking: 1 document, 1 human, relevant? Y/N. #IIPC12
30-Apr-12 13:58 | gregorylisa

Archivists have doing this for centuries @agrotke: Greater transparency needed: why something was selected, ...
- Leetaru #IIPC12
30-Apr-12 13:56 | kboughida

If you are not familiar with TREC, you should be. Around since 1991. http://t.co/B4s3aGug #IIPC12
30-Apr-12 13:55 | gregorylisa

RT @MarthaBunton: Libraries need to offer greater transparency to archiving process--Leetaru #iipc12
30-Apr-12 13:55 | lljohnston

TREC conference for information retrieval is 20 years old --Soboroff #iipc12
30-Apr-12 13:55 | MarthaBunton

What's the digital analog? #IIPC12
30-Apr-12 13:55 | marthaindc

RT @BetweenMyths The #IIPC12 #WebArchiving Week, April 30 - May 4 2012, Washington DC
http://t.co/VVGwJoHV #DigitalPreservation
30-Apr-12 13:53 | WardIrishMusic

Next up : Ian Soberoff from NIST #IIPC12
30-Apr-12 13:53 | netpreserve

#IIPC12 Leetaru: What's worth keeping on the web? Need to document why we choose to capture certain
content.
30-Apr-12 13:52 | HRDocumentation

Libraries need to offer greater transparency to archiving process--Leetaru #iipc12
30-Apr-12 13:52 | MarthaBunton

RT @gregorylisa: Mention of "Twitter mood predicts stock market": http://t.co/04CyojwB #IIPC12
30-Apr-12 13:45 | MarthaBunton

Mention of "Twitter mood predicts stock market": http://t.co/04CyojwB #IIPC12
30-Apr-12 13:44 | gregorylisa

Leetaru: we have to use the entirety of datafeeds now #iipc12
30-Apr-12 13:44 | cleymour

RT @gregorylisa: Web archives interfaces designed for data sipping, not data mining. #IIPC12
30-Apr-12 13:42 | WebArchivist

RT @agrotke: Current archives geared toward casual use. Researchers want mass, data mining abilities #IIPC12
30-Apr-12 13:42 | kboughida

Contextual information just as important as content. Needs to know how crawls are done to make
estimates.#iipc12
30-Apr-12 13:41 | hhockx

Current archives geared toward casual use. Researchers want mass, data mining abilities #IIPC12
30-Apr-12 13:39 | agrotke

Leetaru: big issue: no way to access the archive in its entirety, because archives designed primarily for a small
usage #iipc12
30-Apr-12 13:38 | cleymour

Ability to access archives in their entirety drives modern science--Leetaru #iipc12
30-Apr-12 13:38 | MarthaBunton

Web archives interfaces designed for data sipping, not data mining. #IIPC12
30-Apr-12 13:38 | gregorylisa

RT @MarthaBunton: Most web archives today are black boxes--need context of captures --Leetaru #iipc12
30-Apr-12 13:36 | gregorylisa

Leetaru: crawl scope and policies are helpful to evaluate the original websites and its archives #iipc12
30-Apr-12 13:36 | saraaubry

Crawl specs and algorithms help researchers assess and understand web archives--Leetaru #iipc12
30-Apr-12 13:35 | MarthaBunton

Most web archives today are black boxes--need context of captures --Leetaru #iipc12
30-Apr-12 13:32 | MarthaBunton

Leetaru: Web archives are black boxes. How did the snapshots come to be? #IIPC12
30-Apr-12 13:32 | netpreserve

